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Abstract: This study systematically reviews 55 landscape studies that use computer vision methods
to interpret social media images and summarizes their spatiotemporal distribution, research themes,
method trends, platform and data selection, and limitations. The results reveal that in the past
six years, social media–based landscape studies, which were in an exploratory period, entered a
refined and diversified phase of automatic visual analysis of images due to the rapid development of
machine learning. The efficient processing of large samples of crowdsourced images while accurately
interpreting image content with the help of text content and metadata will be the main topic in the
next stage of research. Finally, this study proposes a development framework based on existing gaps
in four aspects, namely image data, social media platforms, computer vision methods, and ethics, to
provide a reference for future research.
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1. Introduction

A landscape is the boundary object and intersection of multiple disciplines, scales, and
theories [1]. Its knowledge covers material and immaterial, and natural and human sciences;
further, a landscape has multiple values for contemporary society [2,3]. The signing of
the European Landscape Convention (ELC) in 2000 enhanced people’s awareness of the
landscape [4]. Further, the convention played a crucial role in the integration of landscapes,
cultural identity, and governance [1,5]. The ELC defined a landscape as “an area, as
perceived by people, the character of which is the result of the action and interaction
of natural and/or human factors” [6]. In addition, according to an article by Mueller
et al. [7], researchers classified landscapes into urban, peri-urban, and rural or agricultural
landscapes, as well as natural, semi-natural, and cultural landscapes. The ability to provide
specific ecosystem services is a critical consideration in maintaining and improving regional
and human well-being [8].

The insights and technological innovations generated by landscape studies can help
concerned personnel understand, monitor, and manage landscapes and make appropriate
decisions based on regional conditions [9]. The ELC emphasizes the importance of public
participation or involvement in landscape management. Accordingly, investigating the
public’s subjective perception is an important landscape management approach [10]. In
this field, studies typically collect data through questionnaire surveys [11], interviews [12],
the participatory geographic information system [13], and so on, which incur substantial
temporal and financial costs. Further, only limited data sources are available [14,15]. In this
situation, the advent of social media, an interactive digital media technology that is based
on Web 2.0, has opened new avenues for landscape studies [16,17]. Social media provides
volunteered geographic information with data from broad sources, large sample sizes, and
high spontaneity, which overcomes certain spatial and temporal limitations of conventional
methods [16,18–20]. Wilkins et al. [14] and Ghermandi [21] concluded that social media
data could serve as an effective proxy for visits to landscape areas. In addition, current
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visitors share experiences and opinions about destinations on social media, influencing
the thoughts of potential visitors in this way [22]. Social media data can also be a viable
option for estimating travel and destination demands [23]. In recent years, researchers
have analyzed various issues associated with landscape characteristics, user satisfaction,
activity types, and movement patterns based on the metadata, texts, and images uploaded
by social media users [16,24,25].

Images can help visualize landscapes and avoid the misunderstandings caused by text
(for example, informal idiomatic texts and pluralistic languages), thereby building a bridge
between researchers and the public [26]. The introduction of photography technology
in the 19th century was a milestone in the history of landscape visualization, and since
then, images have gradually become a commonly used and accepted tool in landscape
studies [27]. Common image-based approaches, such as questionnaires or the Photo-
Elicitation Interview, involve researchers taking or providing photos; another example
is Visitor-Employed Photography, which involves a small group of participants taking
photos for analysis [10]. The drawbacks of these approaches are that images have limited
content richness and are susceptible to personal bias [28]. By leveraging social media,
researchers can access rich image data voluntarily shared by users without relying on
assumed landscape preferences [18]. However, on attempting to understand the image
content of a large, crowdsourced dataset, manual coding consumes a lot of time and
potentially introduces researcher bias [14,29]. Therefore, the current research trend is to
use artificial intelligence for automated image content analysis [30]. Artificial intelligence
algorithms have evolved over time and can now process data in its natural form, so
specific algorithms can quickly analyze large-scale unstructured data such as text and
images [31]. Researchers mine such unstructured data sets from platforms such as social
media to generate insights about mass behavior and thought [32]. Computer vision refers
to the visual information comprehension by a computer modeled after the human visual
system through three steps: feature extraction, processing, and semantic information
generation [33]. Today, state-of-the-art computer vision tools help people comprehend
landscapes by categorizing pictures by content, recognizing captured objects, and so on [34].

Therefore, the current approach of using computer vision to interpret social media
images in the landscape domain seems to simultaneously overcome the shortcomings of
both small-sample data and manual analysis and is expected to become a research trend.
Its implementation details and application potential are noteworthy. However, due to the
novelty of this approach, the number of papers on computer vision published to date is
relatively small. Yang and Liu [16] summarized this approach as an important research
direction in their review of social media data studies on urban landscapes, focusing on deep
learning tasks and frameworks. However, we noted that a more systematic, in-depth review
of studies using this approach is lacking in the current literature database, particularly in
the context of broad landscape types and scales. Meanwhile, due to the rapid development
of relevant technologies, the potential challenges of this advanced, yet evolving, approach
should be considered. Therefore, this study reviews the relevant literature, analyzes the
short-term progress and roles of a system that uses computer vision as a research tool
and social media images as data sources in landscape research, summarizes the gaps and
potential biases of current studies, and predicts future trends. Further, this study focuses
on the following four questions:

• What are the spatial and temporal distributions and research themes for these studies?
• Which computer vision methods are used in these studies? What are the trends and

purposes of their use?
• Which social media platforms are used by relevant studies? How do these studies use

other data provided by social media while analyzing images?
• What are the limitations of this type of studies?

Based on the results of the quantitative review, this study suggests future directions for
improvement and optimizes the research framework for this system, and thereby provides
guidance for the effective application of this advanced methodology in future studies.
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2. Materials and Methods

Figure 1 shows the workflow of this study, which involves four steps: data collection,
data processing, data analysis and visualization, and interpretation.
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2.1. Literature Search and Screening

This study used the Web of Science Core Collection, a database that covers academic
literature in more than 250 research fields and enables landscape researchers to search
across disciplinary fields, as the source of information. It provides convenient citation
indexing and academic influence evaluation functions, allowing users to access and analyze
various literature data [35]. This study conducted a systematic review according to the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses framework [36]. We
used TS = ((“landscape”) AND (“social media” OR “crowdsourced” OR “crowdsourcing”
OR “crowdsource”) AND (“computer vision” OR “machine learning” OR “deep learning”))
as the query to perform an advanced search. The search terms were divided into three
parts: “landscape” defined the theme; “social media” and three words expressing the
“crowdsource” concept determined the data source; and words related to “computer
vision” clarified data analysis methods. “Machine learning” refers to algorithms that can
solve tasks without being explicitly programmed by human developers [37]. In computer
vision, machine learning plays a significant role in extracting information from images [38].
Further, “deep learning” indicates modern neural networks and is a sub-branch of machine
learning that consists of multiple layers to learn the features of data with multiple levels
of abstraction [37,39]. The data retrieval date was October 1, 2023. Database searching
recorded 134 papers. Further, we added some papers (n = 25) that matched relevant topics
but were not captured in the search, such as those papers that had not yet been included in
the database since they had newer publication dates.

The papers were screened according to the criteria listed in Table 1. First, the titles
and abstracts of all records were read to exclude some papers. In this step, we deleted the
papers that were not relevant to the research field of this review based on the first three
terms in Table 1 (n = 95). When the contents of the last two terms could not be determined
from the abstract, we read the complete text to exclude the papers that did not conform to
this review’s research objectives (n = 9). Finally, 55 papers satisfied the screening criteria
(accounting for approximately 35% of the screened articles).
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Table 1. Literature-screening criteria.

Term Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

WOS 1 categories or
citation topics

Environmental studies;
environmental sciences; hospitality,

leisure, sport, and tourism;
geography; agriculture,

environment, and ecology

Unrelated to these categories

Type of study Empirical study Literature review, commentary, or
meta-analysis

Study area

Urban, peri-urban, and rural or
agricultural landscape areas;
natural or semi-natural, and

cultural landscape areas

No designated area

Data source Image data posted spontaneously
by social media users

Only using non-VGI 2 data (street
views, remote sensing images,

etc.) or non-image data

Research method Using computer vision to
understand images

Only using other artificial
intelligence methods (natural
language processing, random

forest classifier, maximum
entropy model, etc.)

1 WOS = Web of Science; 2 VGI = volunteered geographic information.

2.2. Literature Review and Data Analysis

We reviewed the complete text of 55 papers. Based on this review’s four research
questions, the following research paper information was recorded in Microsoft Excel for
data arrangement and preliminary analysis (Table 2). The four questions correspond to
four broad categories: the main characteristics, computer vision, social media data, and
limitations. Finally, OriginPro 2021 published by OriginLab Corporation in the United
States was used for the quantitative analysis and visualization of the data [40].

Table 2. Items recorded for each paper.

Broad Category Variable Description

Main
characteristics

Publication year Paper’s publication year in the citation information
Study location Country and continent of the first author’s institution

Study area Country and continent to which the study area mentioned in the Materials and Methods
Section of the paper belongs

Setting Study area’s scale and type, such as country, city, and park.

Research theme Summary of the authors’ research theme/purpose/question stated in the title,
keywords, and abstract

Computer vision

Task Summary of methods used in the paper to acquire, process, analyze, and understand
digital images

Model Training options for the models used in realizing computer vision tasks (pretrained
model, transfer learning, etc.)

Tool Names of commercial services/deep learning architectures used in computer
vision tasks

Accuracy Accuracy verification results of computer vision analysis provided in the paper
Purpose of use Summary of the specific purpose of using computer vision methods as a research step

Social media data
Platform Name and characteristics of the social media platform from which the data originated

Auxiliary data Methods to assist image analysis using the metadata (geographic location, timestamp,
user information, and interactions) or textual content provided by social media

Limitations Limitation Biases, limitations, challenges, or gaps explicitly stated in the Methods, Discussion, and
Conclusions Sections of the paper
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3. Results
3.1. Main Characteristics of Reviewed Studies

Figure 2 (source: Publication year recorded in Table 2, summarized by the authors of
this review) depicts the growth trend of studies using social media images and computer
vision in the landscape field as of September 2023. Studies using the system that uses
computer vision as a research tool and social media images as data sources have been in
the exploratory stage for the past six years or more. The number of annually published
papers is less than 20 and generally follows a continuously increasing trend.
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Figure 3 (source: Study location and Study area recorded in Table 2, summarized
by the authors of this review) depicts the statistics of studies’ spatial distribution by
continent. Many research teams focus on landscape areas within their own countries.
Today, landscape studies in foreign and multinational contexts are emerging, with research
teams from European countries contributing the most (64%). Among the statistical results
from other continents, studies conducted in locations within the country of the first author’s
affiliation are overwhelmingly dominant. According to Figure 3, research teams from Asian
countries contributed the most studies. Further, statistical results reveal that China (18%)
has the highest total number of publications, followed by South Korea (10%) and the United
Kingdom (9%).

Figure 4 (source: Setting and Research theme recorded in Table 2, summarized by
the authors of this review) depicts the Sankey diagram between the settings and research
themes of studies. In this figure, “Region” refers to a region within a country with mul-
tiple cities, including administrative divisions, such as provinces and prefectures, and
non-administrative divisions. Research themes are divided into three branches: cultural
ecosystem services (CES), urban planning and management, and tourism management.
The largest number of studies draws on computer vision to interpret social media images’
content and assess an area’s CES. For example, landscape aesthetic services are assessed
using photographs depicting broad and large-scale landscapes; recreational services are as-
sessed through photographs showing people engaging in recreational, social, and sporting
activities; and the services of biological observation and interaction are assessed through
photographs featuring living things, such as animals and plants [41]. The dominant theme
was the comprehensive assessment of these services. In the urban planning and manage-
ment branch, researchers use crowdsourced images to develop an overall image of a city
comprising various intentional elements or to focus on the public perception and use of
certain places [42,43]. Distinguishing different urban styles through landscape feature quan-
tification is another important research theme [44]. Further, in the tourism management
branch, the visual content analysis of tourism photographs is an effective method for exam-
ining tourists’ perceptions of destination images and tapping into tourists’ activities [45].
Figure 4 indicates that most studies take urban parks or urban open spaces as settings
(20%), which involve two major themes: CES, and urban planning and management. This
is followed by studies on cities (16%) and nature reserves (15%).
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3.2. Utilization of Computer Vision in Image Analysis

Table 3 summarizes the computer vision tasks used in the studies reviewed in this
study. According to the proportional statistics depicted in Figure 5, image classification
and recognition are the most widely used tasks. In this study, image recognition refers
to the image recognition function in visual artificial intelligence products developed by
commercial providers, such as Google, Microsoft, and Amazon. Researchers use providers’
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) pretrained on large datasets to identify entire
scenes and multiple objects, faces, or text in an image and return preset or custom labels [46].
In earlier studies, these tags are usually semantically clustered to clarify images’ topic
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trends. For instance, Lee et al. [29] clustered the labels predicted by Clarifai into nine
groups using a hierarchical clustering algorithm and extracted two CES-related groups,
“Landscape Aesthetics” and “Existence.” Since this approach requires less machine learning
experience for researchers and operates differently from other deep learning-based tasks,
this study classifies it separately. Google Cloud Vision is the most popular among all
business service options.
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The advent of deep learning and deep neural networks, such as the Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), the Recurrent Neural Network, and the Graph Neural Network
(GNN), resulted in tremendous advances in computer vision [47]. Image classification,
image segmentation, and object detection are the main tasks applied to social media image
data. The goal of image classification is to classify images into a preset category based on
content. In outdoor research, researchers often use CNN architectures trained on the Place
365 dataset to generate the five most likely scenes among 365 scenes. Xiao et al. [48] used
this database to classify tourist photographs in Jiangxi Province, China, into scenes, such as
mountains, fields, villages, forests, and lakes, and reveal the spatiotemporal heterogeneity
of tourist destination landscapes. ResNet is the most commonly used image classification
architecture (Figure 5). Image segmentation and object detection facilitate the identifica-
tion and location of multiple targets from an image and are more complex than image
classification. In landscape research, image segmentation is often used to determine the
proportions of various landscape elements, thereby quantifying the landscape. Qi et al. [49]
used the proportion of elements such as vegetation and water to measure the naturalness
dimension, and the proportion of elements such as sidewalks and buildings to measure
the artificial environment dimension to describe the urban landscape’s composition and
quality. Further, object detection is used to determine visitors’ activities through specific
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objects. For example, Song et al. [50] considered vehicles, handbags, pets, and bicycles to be
proxies for wilderness, sightseeing, walking activities, and cycling activities, respectively, to
clarify park use. Facial detection is a branch of object detection, and its role in interpreting
people’s emotional states gives it an advantage in analyzing social media images.

Image clustering tasks are implemented in two different ways. Before the emergence of
deep learning, researchers used image embedding algorithms to extract fixed feature points
from an image, such as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Oriented FAST and
rotated BRIEF3 [51,52]. The widespread use of CNN architectures in image classification has
led to the advent of new image clustering methods that use a pretrained image classification
CNN to convert image content into feature vectors that can be processed by machine
learning. Kim and Kang [51] used a pretrained CNN to embed a single image as a feature
vector and combined dimensionality reduction tools and hierarchical clustering to clarify
the visual elements attractive to tourists. Such studies confirm the following advantages
of image clustering: it does not require the establishment of classification categories in
advance and can improve the classification performance on small sample datasets.

Table 3. Computer vision task categories used in reviewed studies.

Computer Vision Task Description Example

Image recognition
A machine learning algorithm to identify objects or scenes in images. Pretrained models
from commercial cloud services are often used to add content-relevant machine labels to

photographs [30,53].
[54]

Image classification Based on the overall information expressed by an image, a neural network is used to assign
and label images to the most likely scene categories [16,42]. [45]

Image clustering An unsupervised learning method that uses algorithms to cluster semantically similar
images by extracting the images’ features and converting them into vectors [34,51]. [41]

Image segmentation Based on the image’s semantic features, a neural network is used to segment the image at
the pixel level and divide it into subparts or sub-objects [16,55]. [56]

Object detection The location and shape of each object in an image are detected using a neural
network–based detector that identifies target objects’ bounding boxes or boundaries [34,50]. [57]

Facial detection The commercial service provides an accessible API * that takes images as input and outputs
the detected face’s attributes (gender, age, and expression) [50]. [50]

* API = Application Programming Interface.

Table 4 depicts the characteristics of the computer vision models used in the reviewed
studies. It is undoubtedly convenient for researchers to use models that are pretrained on
large-scale datasets and perform image content analysis well in related fields. However,
pretrained models have limitations when applied to specific areas. Some images may
be misidentified or classified when they primarily reflect regional features, rather than
common scenes [58]. Further, training a model from scratch requires a large amount of
corresponding image data, the collection of which is an expensive and time-consuming
process. Transfer learning alleviates this problem to some extent [47]. For example, fine-
tuning the pretrained model and constantly updating the initialized weights enable the
network to learn the specific characteristics of a new task or use the pretrained model to
extract image features and modify or replace only the classifier part. Such transfer learning
enables image clustering. This task uses a pretrained model as a feature extractor and helps
replace the fully connected layer used for classification in the model, thereby obtaining
feature vectors separately for clustering [41]. In addition, Havinga et al. [59] changed the
output of the pretrained model into image scenery scores by replacing the model’s classifier
layers. Hence, some studies apply models using the two aforementioned methods, whereas
others either propose new models or do not use models at all. Mouttaki et al. [60] proposed
a new convolutional image classification architecture that takes as input images trained
by a supervised method and outputs defined CES categories. Further, Bai et al. [61] used
semi-supervised learning to train multiple GNN models as an ensemble to incorporate
multivariate data from social media into an attributed multigraph structure to assist in
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mapping cultural significance in geographical contexts. Finally, Hartmann et al. [52] used
the SIFT algorithm, rather than a deep learning architecture, for image clustering.

Table 4. Computer vision task models used in reviewed studies.

Model Description Example

Pretrained model A saved network previously trained on large datasets and applied directly to the task by the
authors [62]. [63,64]

Transfer learning A machine learning method in which a pretrained model developed for a task was reused as the
starting point for a model on a second task [27]. [44,65]

Other Instead of relying on pretrained models, the authors propose new architectures to train models or
use other computer vision algorithms to process images. [52,60]

Figure 6 depicts the trends in researchers’ selection of computer vision methods.
Multiple tasks or services/architectures used in one study are counted multiple times.
Therefore, this study counted 70 methods from 55 papers and plotted them as percentage
stacks. In the early stages of such studies (2018–2019), image recognition methods using
pretrained APIs from commercial providers were dominant. With the development of
deep learning, the number of deep learning-based tasks increased significantly during
2020–2021. Further, researchers started examining the application of transfer learning in
adapting models to their study areas. The studies published in 2022 had the largest variety
of computer vision tasks, which were dominated by tasks related to overall content analysis.
In 2023, the proportion of image segmentation has increased to a level similar to that of
image recognition and classification, that is, image content analysis tends to shift from the
whole to its constituent elements. In the past two years, some researchers have started
proposing new architectures based on their research purposes and objectives, rather than
relying on pretrained models.
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To clarify the effectiveness of the aforementioned methods, we collected the accu-
racies of computer vision analysis results mentioned in 55 studies. Accuracy refers to
the proportion of samples correctly predicted by a computer from the total samples. The
studies that provided data on indicators such as precision or recall alone were not included.
When authors provided both TOP1 and TOP5 results, we included the TOP5 results in
statistics to evaluate image classification accuracy. Finally, we counted 27 accuracy values
and plotted them by model and task (Figure 7, source: Accuracy recorded in Table 2,
summarized by authors of this review). The accuracy of image recognition tasks based on
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pretrained models was relatively stable and ranged from 0.78 to 1. However, according
to Kim et al. [66], the image classification result obtained using the pretrained model was
not ideal and had an accuracy of less than 0.30. Subsequently, Kang et al. [58] used the
same deep learning architecture (Inception-v3 model) to analyze the same area (Seoul). To
overcome the limitations of the earlier study, Kang et al. [58] retrained the model using
transfer learning and achieved an accuracy of more than 95%. The box above the scatter
points reflects a high dispersion of the results obtained using transfer learning ranging
from 0.49 to 0.97. Further, both Cardoso et al. [67] and Winder et al. [68] showed that
when a model trained using data from one region is applied to another region, the model’s
performance decreases. Therefore, the model’s generalization after transfer learning is
limited. The samples on the deep learning architectures proposed by the authors in our
collection of reviewed studies are too small, with only the study by Mouttaki et al. [60]
providing an accuracy of up to 0.99.
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To examine the problems that can be solved by computer vision methods in landscape
studies, we summarized the specific purposes of using them as a research step. When
multiple purposes were involved in a study, all were counted. Ultimately, we recorded
174 purposes from 55 papers and summarized 15 categories of purposes that appeared in
more than one study (Figure 8, source: Purpose of use recorded in Table 2, summarized
by the authors of this review). The graph on the right of Figure 8 indicates that most of
the purposes can be achieved by image recognition and classification tasks, except “select
representative photographs of study site.” This purpose is often realized by selecting the
image at the cluster center as the representative image after image clustering [69]. The graph
on the left visualizes the trend of purpose by calculating the proportion of the number of
studies with this purpose to the total number of studies each year (software: OriginPro 2021).
The publishing of a single study in 2018 resulted in limited representativeness. Nevertheless,
“classify/cluster images for descriptive statistics” and “map the spatial distribution of
image content” were the dominant purposes for the six years of review. Further, “sort
recognized shooting objects” and “investigate cooccurring landscape elements” were more
popular in the early review stages than the later ones. However, “learn photography
preferences at different study sites,” “explore the correlation of image content with other
data,” “compare and optimize research methods,” “compare results with other research
methods,” and “select representative photos of study site” were more popular in the later
stages of the review.
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3.3. Social Media Platforms and Data

Among the reviewed landscape studies, 46 (84%) used a single social media platform
as the data source. Data availability is the most important criterion in platform selection.
The geographical query function that is not limited by region and time range makes Flickr
the most popular platform for researchers (Table 5). Compared to Instagram and Twitter
users, who are more active, Flickr users are more likely to share high-quality, professional
photographs and have a higher average age [70,71]. Usually, Instagram users selectively
share their daily experiences and express themselves through photographs [72]. Although
this platform is advantageous in analyzing human activities, computer vision analysis
is limited by privacy policies [73,74]. In addition, Instagram location representations
use georeferenced tags, rather than actual shooting locations, from photographs’ meta-
information [57]. Platforms such as VKontakte and Weibo have advantages over globally
popular platforms in targeting user groups of some languages (e.g., Russian and Chinese).
Some groups (outdoor sports enthusiasts and tourists) prefer platforms such as Wikiloc
and TripAdvisor; therefore, the users of these groups are more homogeneous than those of
general social media platforms [18]. In addition, images uploaded by users of platforms
related to tourism and outdoor sports reflect the human–landscape interactions more than
people’s perception of the physical properties of the environment [75].

Table 5. Social media platforms used in reviewed studies.

Platform Introduction Count

Flickr An online image-sharing-based photo album. It provides a free API * to obtain user-uploaded images
and attached tags and text and enable queries by geographical location [76]. 39

Instagram An image-sharing-based social networking service. It enables users to upload media that can be edited
using filters and add hashtags and geotags. The platform places limits on image content analysis [73]. 6

VKontakte A Russian general social networking service that supports the sharing of geotagged images. It provides
an open API * to query images by geolocation [57]. 4

Weibo A Chinese general social networking service that provides a location check-in function that enables users
to record their experiences and share text and images [77]. 3

Wikiloc A crowdsourced outdoor web service. It enables users to record and share movement tracks, which can
be supplemented by comments and photographs [18]. 2

Panoramio An online application that entirely relies on geotagged images. It ceased operations in 2016 [78]. 2

TripAdvisor The most popular online information platform in the tourism field, where users can post reviews
(images and text) and ratings of tourist attractions [79]. 2
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Table 5. Cont.

Platform Introduction Count

Google Maps A web-mapping platform that provides user comment functionality, enabling users to post image and
text comments and ratings on specific locations [80]. 2

Other Including Twitter, Foooooot, 2bulu, Sixfoot, Ramblr, Mafengwo, and an unknown Internet photo
community, which were only reported in one study. 7

* API = Application Programming Interface.

Most studies (60%) introduced the geographical location of platform contributions
while performing image analysis. The number of such studies is increasing every year
(Figure 9). The two main motivations of studies are understanding the characteristics and
geographical drivers of the spatial distribution of photographs and relying on photograph
content to map a study area’s potential (Table 6). Some common analysis methods are
Kernel density estimation [81] and Getis-Ord-Gi* cold-hotspot analysis [48] performed
on ArcGIS. Further, the machine learning techniques random forests [82], maximum en-
tropy models [83], and self-organizing maps [84] are used in spatial analysis. In addition,
timestamps and user information are useful auxiliary information in the metadata con-
tributed by the platform. Using timestamps, it is possible to visualize changes in the form
of a timeline, such as changes in the popularity of landscape types [81], changes in user
groups [64], and variations in a specific landscape attribute [59], or to make comparisons
between two points in time, such as before and after a temporary urban event [85] or a
major public health event [57]. The primary user information used in these studies is
nationality/region. In the studies reviewed by us, discussions based on demographic
characteristics, such as gender or age, were rare, which might be attributed to a strong bias
in the user groups posting landscape photographs on popular platforms or incomplete user
information [34,43]. Further, with the increasing development of deep mining methods for
textual and image information, the frequency of textual content utilization has increased
significantly in recent studies. The pixel-level segmentation of images in computer vision
enables the quantification of landscape elements in an image, whereas natural language
processing enables the quantification of emotions expressed in text; therefore, research to
combine the quantification of landscape elements and emotions appropriately is gradu-
ally emerging [86]. Interactions are beginning to be used in studies as a proxy for public
preferences, as well.
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Table 6. Methods of utilization of social media metadata and textual content in image analysis.

Data Type Utilization Method Count Example

Geographic
location

1. Mapping landscape distribution. 21 [45]
2. Examining the effect of geographic variables on landscape image categories through

regression analysis. 5 [68]

3. Predicting the (landscape/activity) potential of locations in the study area through
machine learning modeling. 4 [87]

4. Understanding areas of interest within the study site and visitor photography
preferences in each area. 3 [66]

5. Analyzing CES within each land type (land cover/category of protection). 2 [88]
6. Drawing a self-organizing map based on the image content to divide several spatial

clusters in the study area and count the contribution of each image category to the clusters. 2 [84]

Timestamp
1. Examining the temporal distribution of photographed scenes or objects

(year/quarter/month/week). 9 [48]

2. Comparing differences in image content before and after certain events. 2 [85]

User
information

1. Comparing the differences in the content of shots between locals and tourists, and among
tourists from different countries. 6 [34]

2. Filtering images based on user sources. 4 [58]
3. Clustering users into potential preference groups based on posted photograph content. 3 [60]

Interactions Using the number of views/reposts/comments/likes as public preference variables. 2 [49]

Textual
content

1. Analyzing image and text content separately and then combining them to jointly clarify
and evaluate the study area. 4 [89]

2. Examining the correlation between the sentiment expressed in the text and the
image content. 3 [90]

3. Filtration of images based on user-added tags. 1 [76]
4. Training deep learning models that incorporate features from image and text data to

achieve research goals. 1 [61]

3.4. Limitations of Landscape Studies

In the process of reading the full text of each paper, we looked for paragraphs in the
Methods, Discussion, and Conclusions Sections that explicitly mentioned biases, limitations,
challenges, or gaps. Each limitation mentioned in the paragraph is itemized in Excel.
Limitations with similar meanings expressed in different papers are summarized into
one. For example, Karasov et al. [88] proposed that the elderly and children are likely
to be the age groups least represented in social media; Huai et al. [41] proposed that
social media data have inherent biases, that is, certain groups are underrepresented; and
Liu et al. [53] proposed that data collected from specific platforms may reflect age-group
bias, affecting the result reliability. They are summarized into one item (the first item of
Main content in Table 7). Items involved in more than one study were later summarized
into broad categories (Limitations in Table 7). In our review, landscape research using
computer vision as a research tool and social media images as data sources indicated
considerable advancement and effectiveness. However, most studies (95%) clearly stated
their limitations. The most frequently reported limitations are inherent sampling biases in
social media data. Further, studies reporting the effects of active users avoided this effect by
setting filter conditions during data collection. To limit the bias among overly productive
users, 13 studies introduced Photo-User Days (PUD). PUD is the number of individual
users who upload at least one photograph on a given day in a particular location [91]. In
addition, some studies proposed methods such as “retaining only one photo per user per
square kilometer” and “retaining only one photo with the same label taken within one
minute” [76,92].
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Table 7. Main limitations stated in reviewed studies, summarized by the authors of this review.

Limitation Main Content Percentage of Studies

Inherent sampling
biases in social

media data

1. Social media users are not representative of all demographics, and some
social groups, such as children and the elderly, are ignored.

2. Platforms are preferred by different types of users; hence, different
platforms cause differences in results.

3. Not all visitors take photographs and post them on the Internet, causing
social media images to be an underrepresentation of real visits.

4. Users provide little or no information on an individual’s age, gender,
education, family, and racial origin due to privacy settings, which makes it

difficult to assess the representativeness and bias of the data.
5. Users tend to upload content with more positive than negative connotations
and may only take photographs in accessible areas and popular places; hence,

researchers cannot obtain accurate feedback.
6. Social media popularity varies worldwide.

76

Pitfalls of automation
with computer vision

1. There are omissions or misidentifications in the results, particularly for
small datasets.

2. There are regional differences in model accuracy, and pretrained models
may not be suitable for some scenarios with regional characteristics.

3. Since the output results are mostly labels, rather than natural language, the
analysis of labels may produce different results.

4. Training high-precision models for a study area requires significant amounts
of energy and time and has high requirements in terms of video memory.
5. Machine learning is not yet completely capable of capturing intangible

aspects, such as spiritual or cultural heritage values.
6. The selection of computer vision tools affects results.

47

Biases in information
expressed by images

1. Human experience is highly personalized and subjective. Researchers
cannot fully understand users’ intentions to take and post photographs and

can only make experience-based assumptions.
2. Images are not always able to convey elusive aspects, such as emotion,

inspiration, or cognitive values.
3. Photography is restricted during some activities, such as biking, skiing,

water-related activities, and religious acts.
4. Differences in the field of view, composition, focus, and proportion among

photographs may skew the results.

36

Geotag-related
limitations

1. Photo geotags may be offset.
2. The location where the user uploaded or manually edited the photograph is

not the location where the photograph was taken.
3. Researchers are unable to access geolocation data due to policy restrictions,

or users are unwilling to provide the location.
4. A single social media platform’s spatial coverage is limited, or some areas

are inaccessible to users.

33

Effects of active users Some active users upload images in batches in the same area on the same day,
which affects the analysis results’ representativeness. 31

Concerns regarding
repeatability

1. The publisher can delete or restrict access to data in social media platforms,
which results in data loss.

2. Changes in platform policies may compromise reproducibility and the
ability to monitor spatiotemporal trends.

3. The popularity of social media platforms changes over time.
4. The impact of the COVID-19 1 pandemic has caused a lack of data.

16

Ethical concerns Ethical issues, such as user privacy, must be considered when using public
information and emerging technologies. 9

Cost issues High costs are incurred while using AI 2 products from providers or mining
multiple image streams.

4

1 COVID-19 = coronavirus disease 2019; 2 AI = artificial intelligence.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Status of Computer Vision Use in Social Media Image Interpretation in Landscape Studies

Social media enables people to shift from the passive reception of information to the
active sharing of opinions and knowledge and provides a new direction to examine the
human–nature interaction in landscape studies [93]. Although a considerable number
of landscape studies based on social media data were conducted in the past decade, our
review results indicated that the combined system of image data and computer vision
methods remains in the exploratory stage of development. Currently, the research objects
are mainly domestic areas; however, studies in foreign and transnational contexts are
emerging. The image categories posted by users can match or be associated with various
CES types, which enables the system to play a prominent role in comprehensive CES
assessment [94]. Furthermore, in the fields of urban science and tourism, this system has
significant potential for the investigation of large landscape areas. Initially, following the
introduction of automatic methods, researchers focused primarily on the image content
itself in the study case, such as understanding the frequency of occurrence of each content
or the cooccurrence relationship between elements. With the continuous advancement
and enrichment of machine learning methods, researchers have started focusing on the
accuracy and applicability of methods, differences among locations, and combinations of
social media data and other data sources (geographic environmental variables and onsite
survey data) [82,95].

In terms of computer vision methods, learning tasks focused on analyzing overall
image content in the early stages (2018–2020). Since 2021, the proportion of tasks iden-
tifying and locating discrete objects in images has been increasing annually. Landscape
studies based on social media have entered a refined and diversified phase of automatic
visual image analysis. The image recognition services provided by commercial providers
have been actively studied over the past six years due to their low machine learning ex-
perience requirements. Although these services continue to improve their algorithms, the
models provided by them are pretrained according to generic image datasets and, hence,
have limited capabilities in identifying certain landscape images with regional charac-
teristics [71]. Deep learning-based tasks, such as image classification and segmentation,
enable researchers to adjust the model through transfer learning to make it more suitable
for their studies. However, transfer learning applicability is based on adequate similarity
between the initial classification task and the task to which the transfer learning methods
are applied [96]. The automatic analysis accuracy reported by current studies using transfer
learning is not as stable as the accuracy of studies that directly use pretrained models
provided by commercial services. Further, due to the biogeographical pattern of the dis-
tance decay of biotic similarity, a model retrained by transfer learning for a certain area has
limited reuse capabilities in geographically distant areas [67]. Recently, some researchers
proposed new architectures to overcome some of the limitations of this system and provide
potential research directions.

Regarding social media data application, combining geographic information and
crowdsourced image content to understand the geographic drivers of landscape preferences
or the landscape potential of geographic locations are two important trends in current
landscape studies. The former usually uses tools such as ArcGIS to visualize different
perception themes on maps and explain the geographical features of hotspot areas [45,58,81],
or examine the impact of geographical variables on landscape perception themes through
regression analysis [68,97]. The latter is usually based on the content of the images taken
at each location to simulate the spatial distribution of landscapes, activities, and groups
with the help of machine learning methods (random forests, maximum entropy models,
and self-organizing maps) [64,82]. Therefore, location-based social media platforms offer
strong advantages as data sources. Flickr, which provides more liberal data access and uses
more policies than other platforms, has emerged as the most popular crowdsourced image
source. However, Flickr data have some limitations, such as insufficient user representation,
incomplete geographical data, and a decline in popularity [43,98]. Additionally, data quality
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and study reproducibility may be affected by changes in user settings or platform policies,
which are potential risks encountered by researchers using any platform. The difficulty
of conveying intangible concepts through images and the subjectivity of researchers in
interpreting publishers’ intentions were reported in the reviewed studies. Therefore, studies
on using text information released along with images to assist image interpretation has
begun to emerge in the past two years, thanks to technological advances in the fields of
natural language processing and computer vision. Although more appropriate combination
methods are still being explored, the next hot trend lies in the intersection of these two
artificial intelligence fields.

4.2. Development Framework for Future Research

The main challenges faced by researchers under the combined system of social media
image and computer vision method can be summarized into four aspects: image data,
social media platforms, computer vision methods, and ethics. Based on this classification,
we propose a development framework that can limit bias and promote the integration of
these four aspects (Figure 10).
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Image data: To reasonably interpret the intangible content that is difficult to convey
through an image, it should be analyzed together with the text content and tags added
by users at the time of posting. Researchers may not be able to accurately capture users’
experience and motivations through a single photograph; hence, the photographs posted by
users in a certain area are recommended to be grouped into clusters for overall analysis [99].
Some rules should be established to filter the images that are irrelevant to a topic or
may interfere with machine analysis. In addition, when researchers cannot explain some
results by relying on social media data alone, they can collect survey data to provide
complementary perspectives.

Social media platforms: Since each platform’s user composition is different, integrat-
ing data from different social media platforms can make analysis results more comprehen-
sive. To avoid demographic biases, the selection of crowdsourcing platforms specializing
in sports, outdoor recreation, travel, and so on, is sometimes more effective than selecting
popular social media platforms because specialized platform users are more homogeneous
and suitable for investigation on related topics than general platform users. In addition,
relevant technical personnel are recommended to develop hybrid deep learning models for
social media platforms that can consider metadata and text content in image analysis.
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Computer vision methods: Since each model is trained on different image datasets,
future research should consider using multiple models and comparing their validity to
avoid the biases caused by tool selection. In addition, researchers should select appropriate
tasks and models based on their image data. When the preset categories of a pretrained
model are insufficient to meet their needs, transfer learning can be used to flexibly adjust or
train new models. Further, the manual verification of a small number of images is essential
to avoid bias when using machine learning alone.

Ethics: Due to the involvement of public information and emerging technologies, the
practices in the three aforementioned aspects must comply with relevant ethical principles.
Although computer-based image viewing is less intrusive than manual viewing, researchers
must manage data carefully to protect users’ personal information. Finally, according to
Winder et al. [68], a public repository that sets clear permissions and restrictions on the use
of voluntary crowdsourced images should be established to assist researchers in training
models on the basis of privacy protection.

Crowdsourced data have become an essential part of the landscape research field [24].
Through the results reported in these studies, the practical benefits of this data source
in terms of planning, governance and design utility deserve to be explored. Large-scale
crowdsourced datasets can be used to assess the landscape impacts of large national energy
projects [100], to identify saturated green space areas in cities and establish controls that do
not exceed carrying capacity [101], and to build smart city-related systems to improve the
life quality and well-being of residents [102]. Small-scale crowdsourced data sets can be
used to conduct in-depth studies such as evaluating the effectiveness of landscape design
projects [103] and residents’ participation in project site selection [104] to assist planners
in their decision-making. The introduction of artificial intelligence technologies such as
computer vision undoubtedly improve the efficiency of these processes and reduce costs.
The framework proposed in this study can provide theoretical guidance for crowdsourced
data research that is not limited to social media, so that it can be applied accurately and
widely without violating ethical principles.

However, this study has some limitations. First, search strategies and screening criteria
affect search records. Therefore, not all relevant literature can be covered. In addition,
using only the WOS Core Collection as the information source may introduce biases of
discipline and language [105]. Second, some analysis and interpretation are limited by the
author’s experience. In addition, due to the rapid technological development in the field,
changes difficult to predict with existing knowledge are likely to occur. Nonetheless, this
study provides a clear understanding of the status of landscape studies under the combined
system of social media image and computer vision method. Further, the aforementioned
framework can serve as a general theoretical foundation for the next research stage.

5. Conclusions

Several related reviews confirm the rapid growth of studies using social media as a
data source in the landscape studies field. Image content is one of the most informative
parameters of social media data. The introduction of computer vision enables the automatic
analysis of large numbers of images, and thereby helps overcome the shortcomings of
manual analysis, which is time-consuming, laborious, and highly subjective. This study
found the turnover of research tools and ideas to be rapid, despite the recent emergence of
studies interpreting social media images using computer vision methods and the relatively
small number of publications. Current studies continue to face the sampling biases inherent
in social media data, the pitfalls of computer vision automation, and the presence of biased
information in images. However, with the development of computer deep learning and
Big Data mining technologies, the accuracy of artificial intelligence is expected to improve
in the future. Further, the combination of other information sources to facilitate image
interpretation will open new research frontiers, and studies using this system will enhance
the potential for further development. The implications of the development framework
proposed by this review, which is based on the research experience to date, are that it will
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help landscape researchers minimize foreseeable biases and increase the system’s reliability
once its application becomes popular.
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